
 

 

Revitalizes Reel Line-Up for 2012 

Part 1: Baitcasters 

Daiwa didn't just add some new products like most companies do at the ICAST Trade Show 
where new products are released for the next year...they revitalized their Baitcasting and 
Spinning Reel Line-up with new innovations and bringing new reels for all levels of angling needs 
from entry level to the most advanced reels to hit the USA. Check out these new Reels coming 
to a store near your for 2012. 
 
Laguna Series (MSRP $59.95):  

 
Daiwa brings more advanced features and technology to the entry level baitcasters. Weighing in 
at 7.4 ounces this open profile composite frame reel with 5 Ball Bearings and 1 Roller Bearing. 
While easy on the checkbook does not compromise for smoothness and castability. A Left or 
Right Hand Retrieve 6.3:1 Gear Ratio Version that cranks in 25.7 inches of line per handle turn 
and a Right Hand Retrieve  7.1:1 Gear Ratio Version cranks in 30.0 inches per handle turn. 
 
 

 

 



Megaforce THS ($89.95): 

 

 
The Megaforce Series continue to add more features and maintain affordability to anglers with 
the new THS with Twitchin' Bar. With one Twitch 7" of line can be spooled up allowing anglers 
to work the bait in a unique way or single handily. The Megaforce THS come in a Right and Left 
hand version that features the Hyper Speed 7.3:1 gear ratio that can spool up 31.5" of line in a 
single crank. Match this with 6 Ball Bearings and 1 Roller Bearings in a reel weighing in at only 
8.8 ounces you get alot of bang for your buck with the Megaforce THS Series reel.  
 
T3 Ballistic Series (MSRP $249.95):  

 

Ballistic says alot what Daiwa has done to the advanced angler market...this reel a real shocker 
with the new Daiwa Exclusive T-Wing System that when the casting bar is depressed the front 
cover opens to expose the T-Shaped Levelwind System that reduces line friction when casting 
as the line is allowed to float up and/or to the side to help increase casting distance with less 
effort. Once the reel is engaged the door drops back down covering only the bottom of the T to 
spool line perfectly back on the spool. Weighting in at only 7.8 ounces the 5 ball bearing and 1 
roller bearing reel comes in two gear ratios 6.3:1 and 7.1:1, the 6.3:1 cranks in 26.3" of line per 



handle crank and the 7.1:1 cranks in a blistering 29.5". Available in Left Hand or Right Hand 
Retrieve in either gear ratio. And the revolutionary Magforce 3D Spool Control System. If your 
Serious about fishing this is one serious reel that you need to really check out.  
 
T3 Series (MSRP $429.95): 

 

The new Daiwa T3 only weights extremely light at only 6.5 ounces but the T3 is a heavy duty 
full featured reel that the only thing you give up is weight. Featuring a Zaion Frame that does 
not corrode. The Magforce 3D Casting System allows the user to select the control they want 
with 20 selectable settings and 3 modes: Max Brake, All Around or Long Cast provide 60 
settings for casting control. With 4 Super Corrosion Resistant Ball Bearing, 4 more Ball 
Bearings and 1 Roller Bearing this is one smooth reel. Both Lefty or Righty Versions with 6.3:1 
with 26.3" of line spooling or the Hyper fast 7.1:1 with 29.5" of high speed spooling gear ratio. 
And not to forget the T-Wing System that the T3 Ballistic features. This reel is for the avid 
angler looking for the competitive advantage to take their fishing skills to a whole new level of 
casting they have ever experienced.  
 
 

 

 

 

 



PX Type R ($499.95): 

 

The International Sensation the Pixy has arrived to American Soils in the PX Type R. This is the 
reel that others are judged by. The PX Type R weighs in at only 5.8 ounces but features out-of-
this world specifications. 10 Ball Bearings and 1 Roller Bearings will make you feel like you are 
reeling air with a Free Floating Spool and Magforce Z Casting Control System you will have 
super long casts with the lightest of lines. And when that big one is on the end of the line 
Ultimate Tournament Drag System provides 13 pounds of drag force to reel in the best 
memories of your days on the water. The 6.8:1 Gear Ratio cranks in 26" of line per crank. The 
World Class PX Type R is here on American Soils and is a must have if every fish matters to 
your day on the water.  
 
Z200 Series (MSRP $649.95): 

 

 

 



When every advantage and feature matters and second best is first loser in your book the 
Z200 is the creme de la creme of baitcasting reels. Spaceage technology takes fishing to a 
whole new level. The 7 Disc Ultimate Drag systems provides 16.5 pounds of drag force coupled 
with the  Daiwa Exclusive 60 Point Magforce 3D Control System and Precision Gears the Z200 
is the Ultimate Reel. Available in a Left or Right hand version with 6.4:1 gear ratio models that 
crank in 29.5 inches of line or get the blazing 7.2:1 gear ratio Right Hand Version that can crank 
in 33.5" of line per a single turn of the handle. You won't find these features and performance 
in any other reel. When it matters the most to own the best - the Z200 not just raised the bar 
it take fishing and baitcasting into a whole new orbit.  
 
And Daiwa did not just add new baitcasters to the line up they added new Spinning Reels which 
will be showcased in a future article. Plus many of the great models from 2011 return for 
another season of performance and reliability unmatched for features for the dollar. Check out 
the vast selection of reels from Daiwa and find the model that best suits your needs and 
wants...Daiwa has a reel for all anglers. http://www.daiwa.com/Reel/ 

 

 

 

 

 


